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Anne's Pick
Descent
by Tim Johnston
$15.95

The Rocky Mountains have cast their spell over the Courtlands, who are taking a family
 vacation before their daughter leaves for college. But when Caitlin and her younger brother,
 Sean, go out for an early morning run and only Sean returns, the mountains become as
 terrifying as they are majestic. 
 
Written with a precision that captures every emotion, every moment of fear, as each member
 of the family searches for answers, Descent races like an avalanche toward its heart-
pounding conclusion.

{top}

Elena's Pick
At the Water’s Edge
by Sara Gruen
$16.00

After disgracing themselves at a high society New Year’s Eve party in Philadelphia in 1944,
 Madeline Hyde and her husband, Ellis, are cut off financially by his father, a former army
 colonel who is already ashamed of his son’s inability to serve in the war. When Ellis and his
 best friend, Hank, decide that the only way to regain the Colonel’s favor is to succeed where
 the Colonel very publicly failed—by hunting down the famous Loch Ness monster—
Maddie reluctantly follows them across the Atlantic, leaving her sheltered world behind. 
 
The trio find themselves in a remote village in the Scottish Highlands, where the locals have
 nothing but contempt for the privileged interlopers. Maddie is left on her own at the isolated
 inn, where food is rationed, fuel is scarce, and a knock from the postman can bring tragic
 news. Yet she finds herself falling in love with the stark beauty and subtle magic of the
 Scottish countryside. Gradually she comes to know the villagers, and the friendships she
 forms with two young women open her up to a larger world than she knew existed. Maddie
 begins to see that nothing is as it first appears: the values she holds dear prove
 unsustainable, and monsters lurk where they are least expected.
 
As she embraces a fuller sense of who she might be, Maddie becomes aware not only of the
 dark forces around her, but of life’s beauty and surprising possibilities.

{top}

Wendy's Pick
The Hollow Ground
by Natalie S. Hartnett
$15.99

The underground mine fires ravaging Pennsylvania coal country have forced eleven-year-old
 Brigid Howley and her family to seek refuge with her estranged grandparents, the
 formidable Gram and the black lung stricken Gramp. Tragedy is no stranger to the Howleys,
 a proud Irish-American clan who takes strange pleasure in the "curse" laid upon them
 generations earlier by a priest who ran afoul of the Molly Maguires. The weight of this
 legacy rests heavily on a new generation, when Brigid, already struggling to keep her family
 together, makes a grisly discovery in a long-abandoned bootleg mine shaft. In the aftermath,
 decades-old secrets threaten to prove just as dangerous to the Howleys as the burning,
 hollow ground beneath their feet. 

Now Shop Locally
From Anywhere!

Free Shipping on purchases
of $25 or more. (Use Coupon

 Code FREESHIP.)
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Inspired by real-life events in Centralia and Carbondale, where devastating coal mine fires
 irrevocably changed the lives of residents, The Hollow Ground is an extraordinary debut
 with an atmospheric, voice-driven narrative and an indelible sense of place. Lovers of
 literary fiction will find in Harnett's young, determined protagonist a character as
 heartbreakingly captivating as any in contemporary literature.

{top}

Mary Jane's Pick
It Was Me All Along
by Andie Mitchell
$14.00

A heartbreakingly honest, endearing memoir of incredible weight loss by a young food
 blogger who battles body image issues and overcomes food addiction to find self-
acceptance.
 
All her life, Andie Mitchell had eaten lustily and mindlessly. Food was her babysitter, her
 best friend, her confidant, and it provided a refuge from her fractured family. But when she
 stepped on the scale on her twentieth birthday and it registered a shocking 268 pounds, she
 knew she had to change the way she thought about food and herself; that her life was at
 stake. 

It Was Me All Along takes Andie from working class Boston to the romantic streets of
 Rome, from morbidly obese to half her size, from seeking comfort in anything that came
 cream-filled and two-to-a-pack to finding balance in exquisite (but modest) bowls of
 handmade pasta. This story is about much more than a woman who loves food and abhors
 her body. It is about someone who made changes when her situation seemed too far gone
 and how she discovered balance in an off-kilter world. More than anything, though, it is the
 story of her finding beauty in acceptance and learning to love all parts of herself. And the
 greatest dangers may lie not in the anonymous strangers of every parent’s nightmares, but
 behind the familiar smiles of those she trusts the most.

{top}

Jennifer's Pick
The Other Boleyn Girl
by Phillippa Gregory
$16.95

When Mary Boleyn comes to court as an innocent girl of fourteen, she catches the eye of the
 handsome and charming Henry VIII. Dazzled by the king, Mary falls in love with both her
 golden prince and her growing role as unofficial queen. However, she soon realizes just how
 much she is a pawn in her family’s ambitious plots as the king’s interest begins to wane, and
 soon she is forced to step aside for her best friend and rival: her sister, Anne. With her own
 destiny suddenly unknown, Mary realizes that she must defy her family and take fate into
 her own hands.

With more than one million copies in print and adapted for the big screen, The Other
 Boleyn Girl is a riveting historical drama. It brings to light a woman of extraordinary
 determination and desire who lived at the heart of the most exciting and glamorous court in
 Europe, and survived a treacherous political landscape by following her heart.

{top}

Gloria's Pick
The Dinner
by Herman Koch
$14.00

An internationally bestselling phenomenon: the darkly suspenseful, highly controversial tale
 of two families struggling to make the hardest decision of their lives—all over the course of
 one meal.

It's a summer's evening in Amsterdam, and two couples meet at a fashionable restaurant for
 dinner. Between mouthfuls of food and over the scrapings of cutlery, the conversation
 remains a gentle hum of polite discourse. But behind the empty words, terrible things need
 to be said, and with every forced smile and every new course, the knives are being
 sharpened.
   
Each couple has a fifteen-year-old son. The two boys are united by their accountability for a
 single horrific act; an act that has triggered a police investigation and shattered the
 comfortable, insulated worlds of their families. As the dinner reaches its culinary climax,
 the conversation finally touches on their children. As civility and friendship disintegrate,
 each couple show just how far they are prepared to go to protect those they love.

Skewering everything from parenting values to pretentious menus to political convictions,
 this novel reveals the dark side of genteel society and asks what each of us would do in the
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 face of unimaginable tragedy.
{top}

Kim's Pick
The Kitchen House
by Kathleen Grissom
$16.00

In this gripping New York Times bestseller, Kathleen Grissom brings to life a thriving
 plantation in Virginia in the decades before the Civil War, where a dark secret threatens to
 expose the best and worst in everyone tied to the estate.

Orphaned during her passage from Ireland, young, white Lavinia arrives on the steps of the
 kitchen house and is placed, as an indentured servant, under the care of Belle, the master’s
 illegitimate slave daughter. Lavinia learns to cook, clean, and serve food, while guided by
 the quiet strength and love of her new family.

In time, Lavinia is accepted into the world of the big house, caring for the master’s opium-
addicted wife and befriending his dangerous yet protective son. She attempts to straddle the
 worlds of the kitchen and big house, but her skin color will forever set her apart from Belle
 and the other slaves.

Through the unique eyes of Lavinia and Belle, Grissom’s debut novel unfolds in a
 heartbreaking and ultimately hopeful story of class, race, dignity, deep-buried secrets, and
 familial bonds.

{top}

Grace's Pick
I’ll Give You the Sun
By Jandy Nelson
$10.99

At first, Jude and her twin brother are NoahandJude; inseparable. Noah draws constantly and
 is falling in love with the charismatic boy next door, while daredevil Jude wears red-red
 lipstick, cliff-dives, and does all the talking for both of them. 

Years later, they are barely speaking. Something has happened to change the twins in
 different yet equally devastating ways . . . but then Jude meets an intriguing, irresistible boy
 and a mysterious new mentor. 

The early years are Noah’s to tell; the later years are Jude’s. But they each have only half the
 story, and if they can only find their way back to one another, they’ll have a chance to
 remake their world. 

This radiant, award-winning novel from the acclaimed author of The Sky Is
 Everywhere will leave you breathless and teary and laughing—often all at once.

{top}
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